• Do we need an early warning system for floods?  
  Yes

• Have you ever been involved in a local meeting about flood early warning system?  
  No

• Would an early warning system work?  
  I believe yes if set up properly

• Had you been advised by Council, or State Government, the highest flood levels in your area?  
  No

• Had you ever received evacuation information for flood / landslides / fires?  
  No
• Have you ever been advised of a flood management plan?
  
  NO

• Have you ever been asked to be on or involved with a Floodplain Advisory Committee?
  
  NO

• What do you feel could have been done to make your area safer:
  
  Before the flood
  • WARNING SYSTEMS AND EVACUATION PLANS INFO FOR ALL RESIDENTS
  
  During the flood
  • BETTER SYSTEM TO RECOVERY WHERE PEOPLE ARE
  • BETTER RESPONSE BY CRRC MEMBERS AND WORKERS RE CLEAN UP AND FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES TO DO RIGHT THING AND PAY CLAIMS ASAP.
  
  After the flood
  • IT WOULD HAVE BEEN ENCOURAGING HELPFUL IF ANY CRRC MEMBERS COULD HAVE COME TO FOREST HILL FOR EVEN A SHORT TIME TO TOUCH BASE AND RESTORE LOCALS BUT THE CLEANUP HELP WAS BASICALLY LEFT TO ANY RUN BY SOME VERY DECENT LOCALS!

Ensure the questionnaire is filled out. Complete cover sheet for submission. Return this form with your submission.

Name: Helen Scott

Signature... Important—Please—sign x x x x x x x